Single phase motor wiring diagram forward reverse
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Messages 1, This is my first VFD so I need some guidance getting it setup properly. If I am not
satisfied with the performance I will upgrade to better equipment later. Here are the VFD and
motor labels. First I want to verify I have the base wiring done correctly. Motor ground from the
motor case ground screw to the ground terminal in the VDF lug to the right of terminal "W"
Motor shield wire unattached at the motor end and terminated at the VFD chasis ground. Main
ground wire to the VFD chasis terminal. I have not powered it up yet. If the base wiring looks
good then what is the next step in configuring the VFD? Joined Jun 12, Messages 3, The way
you have wired it looks correct. You should have the incoming single phase power fused or
going to a breaker before start-up. You should do basic programming before running the motor,
i. Base frequency should be 60Hz PD Agree, make sure everything is working manually before
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Mach3 setup??? More reading to do Joined Dec 2, Messages 1, I have two of the hy brand
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one dosn't. Definetly worth a check. This is what I have come up with. Just a note on the motor
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AdBlock Detected. We get it, advertisements are annoying! I've Disabled AdBlock. A diode is a
two- terminal electronic component that conducts current primarily in one direction asymmetric
conductance ; it has low ideally zero resistance in one direction, and high ideally infinite
resistance in the other. A diode vacuum tube or thermionic diode is a vacuum tube with two
electrodes , a heated cathode and a plate , in which electrons can flow in only one direction,
from cathode to plate. A semiconductor diode , the most commonly used type today, is a
crystalline piece of semiconductor material with a pâ€”n junction connected to two electrical
terminals. The discovery of asymmetric electrical conduction across the contact between a
crystalline mineral and a metal was made by German physicist Ferdinand Braun in Today, most
diodes are made of silicon , but other semiconducting materials such as gallium arsenide and
germanium are also used. The most common function of a diode is to allow an electric current
to pass in one direction called the diode's forward direction , while blocking it in the opposite
direction the reverse direction. As such, the diode can be viewed as an electronic version of a
check valve. This unidirectional behavior is called rectification , and is used to convert
alternating current ac to direct current dc. Forms of rectifiers , diodes can be used for such
tasks as extracting modulation from radio signals in radio receivers. However, diodes can have
more complicated behavior than this simple onâ€”off action, because of their nonlinear
current-voltage characteristics. The voltage drop across a forward-biased diode varies only a
little with the current, and is a function of temperature; this effect can be used as a temperature
sensor or as a voltage reference. Also, diodes' high resistance to current flowing in the reverse
direction suddenly drops to a low resistance when the reverse voltage across the diode reaches
a value called the breakdown voltage. A semiconductor diode's currentâ€”voltage characteristic
can be tailored by selecting the semiconductor materials and the doping impurities introduced
into the materials during manufacture. Diodes, both vacuum, and semiconductor can be used
as shot-noise generators. Thermionic vacuum-tube diodes and solid-state semiconductor

diodes were developed separately, at approximately the same time, in the early s, as radio
receiver detectors. In , Frederick Guthrie observed that a grounded, white-hot metal ball brought
in close proximity to an electroscope would discharge a positively charged electroscope, but
not a negatively charged electroscope. In , Thomas Edison observed unidirectional current
between heated and unheated elements in a bulb, later called Edison effect , and was granted a
patent on application of the phenomenon for use in a DC voltmeter. About 20 years later, John
Ambrose Fleming scientific adviser to the Marconi Company and former Edison employee
realized that the Edison effect could be used as a radio detector. Fleming patented the first true
thermionic diode, the Fleming valve , in Britain on November 16, [12] followed by U. Patent , in
November Throughout the vacuum tube era, valve diodes were used in almost all electronics
such as radios, televisions, sound systems, and instrumentation. They slowly lost market share
beginning in the late s due to selenium rectifier technology and then to semiconductor diodes
during the s. Today they are still used in a few high power applications where their ability to
withstand transient voltages and their robustness gives them an advantage over semiconductor
devices, and in musical instrument and audiophile applications. In , German scientist Karl
Ferdinand Braun discovered the "unilateral conduction" across a contact between a metal and a
mineral. Semiconductor principles were unknown to the developers of these early rectifiers.
During the s understanding of physics advanced and in the mid s researchers at Bell Telephone
Laboratories recognized the potential of the crystal detector for application in microwave
technology. In , Sylvania began offering the 1N34 crystal diode. At the time of their invention,
asymmetrical conduction devices were known as rectifiers. The word diode , however, as well
as triode , tetrode , pentode , hexode , were already in use as terms of multiplex telegraphy.
Although all diodes rectify , the term rectifier is usually applied to diodes intended for power
supply application in order to differentiate them from diodes intended for small signal circuits.
A thermionic diode is a thermionic-valve device consisting of a sealed, evacuated glass or metal
envelope containing two electrodes : a cathode and a plate. The cathode is either indirectly
heated or directly heated. If indirect heating is employed, a heater is included in the envelope. A
directly heated cathode is made of tungsten wire and is heated by a current passed through it
from an external voltage source. An indirectly heated cathode is heated by infrared radiation
from a nearby heater that is formed of Nichrome wire and supplied with current provided by an
external voltage source. The operating temperature of the cathode causes it to release electrons
into the vacuum, a process called thermionic emission. The cathode is coated with oxides of
alkaline earth metals , such as barium and strontium oxides. These have a low work function ,
meaning that they more readily emit electrons than would the uncoated cathode. The alternating
voltage to be rectified is applied between the cathode and the plate. When the plate voltage is
positive with respect to the cathode, the plate electrostatically attracts the electrons from the
cathode, so a current of electrons flows through the tube from cathode to plate. When the plate
voltage is negative with respect to the cathode, no electrons are emitted by the plate, so no
current can pass from the plate to the cathode. Point-contact diodes were developed starting in
the s, out of the early crystal detector technology, and are now generally used in the 3 to 30
gigahertz range. Non-welded contact construction utilizes the Schottky barrier principle. The
metal side is the pointed end of a small diameter wire that is in contact with the semiconductor
crystal. A pâ€”n junction diode is made of a crystal of semiconductor , usually silicon, but
germanium and gallium arsenide are also used. Impurities are added to it to create a region on
one side that contains negative charge carriers electrons , called an n-type semiconductor , and
a region on the other side that contains positive charge carriers holes , called a p-type
semiconductor. When the n-type and p-type materials are attached together, a momentary flow
of electrons occurs from the n to the p side resulting in a third region between the two where no
charge carriers are present. This region is called the depletion region because there are no
charge carriers neither electrons nor holes in it. The diode's terminals are attached to the n-type
and p-type regions. The boundary between these two regions called a pâ€”n junction , is where
the action of the diode takes place. When a sufficiently higher electrical potential is applied to
the P side the anode than to the N side the cathode , it allows electrons to flow through the
depletion region from the N-type side to the P-type side. The junction does not allow the flow of
electrons in the opposite direction when the potential is applied in reverse, creating, in a sense,
an electrical check valve. Another type of junction diode, the Schottky diode , is formed from a
metalâ€”semiconductor junction rather than a pâ€”n junction, which reduces capacitance and
increases switching speed. A semiconductor diode's behavior in a circuit is given by its
currentâ€”voltage characteristic , or Iâ€”V graph see graph below. The shape of the curve is
determined by the transport of charge carriers through the so-called depletion layer or depletion
region that exists at the pâ€”n junction between differing semiconductors. When a pâ€”n
junction is first created, conduction-band mobile electrons from the N- doped region diffuse into

the P- doped region where there is a large population of holes vacant places for electrons with
which the electrons "recombine". When a mobile electron recombines with a hole, both hole
and electron vanish, leaving behind an immobile positively charged donor dopant on the N side
and negatively charged acceptor dopant on the P side. The region around the pâ€”n junction
becomes depleted of charge carriers and thus behaves as an insulator. However, the width of
the depletion region called the depletion width cannot grow without limit. For each
electronâ€”hole pair recombination made, a positively charged dopant ion is left behind in the
N-doped region, and a negatively charged dopant ion is created in the P-doped region. As
recombination proceeds and more ions are created, an increasing electric field develops
through the depletion zone that acts to slow and then finally stop recombination. At this point,
there is a "built-in" potential across the depletion zone. If an external voltage is placed across
the diode with the same polarity as the built-in potential, the depletion zone continues to act as
an insulator, preventing any significant electric current flow unless electronâ€”hole pairs are
actively being created in the junction by, for instance, light; see photodiode. This is called the
reverse bias phenomenon. However, if the polarity of the external voltage opposes the built-in
potential, recombination can once again proceed, resulting in a substantial electric current
through the pâ€”n junction i. For silicon diodes, the built-in potential is approximately 0. Thus, if
an external voltage greater than and opposite to the built-in voltage is applied, a current will
flow and the diode is said to be "turned on" as it has been given an external forward bias. The
diode is commonly said to have a forward "threshold" voltage, above which it conducts and
below which conduction stops. However, this is only an approximation as the forward
characteristic is smooth see I-V graph above. A diode's Iâ€”V characteristic can be
approximated by four regions of operation:. In a small silicon diode operating at its rated
currents, the voltage drop is about 0. The value is different for other diode typesâ€” Schottky
diodes can be rated as low as 0. At higher currents, the forward voltage drop of the diode
increases. The Shockley ideal diode equation or the diode law named after the bipolar junction
transistor co-inventor William Bradford Shockley gives the Iâ€”V characteristic of an ideal diode
in either forward or reverse bias or no bias. The thermal voltage V T is approximately At any
temperature it is a known constant defined by:. The reverse saturation current, I S , is not
constant for a given device, but varies with temperature; usually more significantly than V T , so
that V D typically decreases as T increases. It also assumes that the Râ€”G current in the
depletion region is insignificant. This means that the Shockley ideal diode equation does not
account for the processes involved in the reverse breakdown and photon-assisted Râ€”G.
Additionally, it does not describe the "leveling off" of the Iâ€”V curve at high forward bias due
to internal resistance. Introducing the ideality factor, n, accounts for recombination and
generation of carriers. The reverse breakdown region is not modeled by the Shockley diode
equation. For even rather small forward bias voltages the exponential is very large since the
thermal voltage is very small in comparison. The subtracted '1' in the diode equation is then
negligible and the forward diode current can be approximated by. The use of the diode equation
in circuit problems is illustrated in the article on diode modeling. At forward voltages less than
the saturation voltage, the voltage versus current characteristic curve of most diodes is not a
straight line. In detector and mixer applications, the current can be estimated by a Taylor's
series. Even terms beyond the second derivative usually need not be included because they are
small compared to the second order term. Following the end of forwarding conduction in a
pâ€”n type diode, a reverse current can flow for a short time. The device does not attain its
blocking capability until the mobile charge in the junction is depleted. The effect can be
significant when switching large currents very quickly. During this recovery time, the diode can
actually conduct in the reverse direction. This might give rise to a large constant current in the
reverse direction for a short time while the diode is reverse biased. The magnitude of such a
reverse current is determined by the operating circuit i. Line frequency the effect can be safely
ignored. For most applications, the effect is also negligible for Schottky diodes. The reverse
current ceases abruptly when the stored charge is depleted; this abrupt stop is exploited in step
recovery diodes for the generation of extremely short pulses. Normal pâ€”n diodes, which
operate as described above, are usually made of doped silicon or germanium. Before the
development of silicon power rectifier diodes, cuprous oxide and later selenium was used. Their
low efficiency required a much higher forward voltage to be applied typically 1. The vast
majority of all diodes are the pâ€”n diodes found in CMOS integrated circuits , [34] which
include two diodes per pin and many other internal diodes. Other uses for semiconductor
diodes include the sensing of temperature, and computing analog logarithms see Operational
amplifier applications Logarithmic output. The symbol used to represent a particular type of
diode in a circuit diagram conveys the general electrical function to the reader. There are
alternative symbols for some types of diodes, though the differences are minor. The triangle in

the symbols points to the forward direction, i. Transient-voltage-suppression diode TVS. Typical
diode packages in same alignment as diode symbol. Thin bar depicts the cathode. Most diodes
have a 1-prefix designation e. The JIS semiconductor designation system has all semiconductor
diode designations starting with "1S". The European Pro Electron coding system for active
components was introduced in and comprises two letters followed by the part code. In optics,
an equivalent device for the diode but with laser light would be the Optical isolator , also known
as an Optical Diode, [49] that allows light to only pass in one direction. It uses a Faraday rotator
as the main component. The first use for the diode was the demodulation of amplitude
modulated AM radio broadcasts. The history of this discovery is treated in depth in the crystal
detector article. In summary, an AM signal consists of alternating positive and negative peaks of
a radio carrier wave, whose amplitude or envelope is proportional to the original audio signal.
The diode rectifies the AM radio frequency signal, leaving only the positive peaks of the carrier
wave. The audio is then extracted from the rectified carrier wave using a simple filter and fed
into an audio amplifier or transducer , which generates sound waves. In microwave and
millimeter wave technology, beginning in the s, researchers improved and miniaturized the
crystal detector. Point contact diodes crystal diodes and Schottky diodes are used in radar,
microwave and millimeter wave detectors. Rectifiers are constructed from diodes, where they
are used to convert alternating current AC electricity into direct current DC. Automotive
alternators are a common example, where the diode, which rectifies the AC into DC, provides
better performance than the commutator or earlier, dynamo. Since most electronic circuits can
be damaged when the polarity of their power supply inputs are reversed, a series diode is
sometimes used to protect against such situations. This concept is known by multiple naming
variations that mean the same thing: reverse voltage protection, reverse polarity protection, and
reverse battery protection. Diodes are frequently used to conduct damaging high voltages away
from sensitive electronic devices. They are usually reverse-biased non-conducting under
normal circumstances. When the voltage rises above the normal range, the diodes become
forward-biased conducting. For example, diodes are used in stepper motor and H-bridge motor
controller and relay circuits to de-energize coils rapidly without the damaging voltage spikes
that would otherwise occur. A diode used in such an application is called a flyback diode. Many
integrated circuits also incorporate diodes on the connection pins to prevent external voltages
from damaging their sensitive transistors. Specialized diodes are used to protect from
over-voltages at higher power see Diode types above. This is referred to as diode logic. In
addition to light, mentioned above, semiconductor diodes are sensitive to more energetic
radiation. In electronics , cosmic rays and other sources of ionizing radiation cause noise
pulses and single and multiple bit errors. This effect is sometimes exploited by particle
detectors to detect radiation. A single particle of radiation, with thousands or millions of
electron volt , s of energy, generates many charge carrier pairs, as its energy is deposited in the
semiconductor material. If the depletion layer is large enough to catch the whole shower or to
stop a heavy particle, a fairly accurate measurement of the particle's energy can be made,
simply by measuring the charge conducted and without the complexity of a magnetic
spectrometer, etc. These semiconductor radiation detectors need efficient and uniform charge
collection and low leakage current. They are often cooled by liquid nitrogen. For longer-range
about a centimeter particles, they need a very large depletion depth and large area. For
short-range particles, they need any contact or un-depleted semiconductor on at least one
surface to be very thin. The back-bias voltages are near breakdown around a thousand volts per
centimeter. Germanium and silicon are common materials. Some of these detectors sense
position as well as energy. They have a finite life, especially when detecting heavy particles,
because of radiation damage. Silicon and germanium are quite different in their ability to
convert gamma rays to electron showers. Semiconductor detectors for high-energy particles
are used in large numbers. Because of energy loss fluctuations, accurate measurement of the
energy deposited is of less use. A diode can be used as a temperature measuring device, since
the forward voltage drop across the diode depends on temperature, as in a silicon bandgap
temperature sensor. From the Shockley ideal diode equation given above, it might appear that
the voltage has a positive temperature coefficient at a constant current , but usually the
variation of the reverse saturation current term is more significant than the variation in the
thermal voltage term. The temperature coefficient is approximately constant for temperatures
above about 20 kelvin. Some graphs are given for 1Nx series, [50] and CY7 cryogenic
temperature sensor. Diodes will prevent currents in unintended directions. To supply power to
an electrical circuit during a power failure, the circuit can draw current from a battery. An
uninterruptible power supply may use diodes in this way to ensure that the current is only
drawn from the battery when necessary. Normally, both are charged from a single alternator,
and a heavy-duty split-charge diode is used to prevent the higher-charge battery typically the

engine battery from discharging through the lower-charge battery when the alternator is not
running. Diodes are also used in electronic musical keyboards. To reduce the amount of wiring
needed in electronic musical keyboards, these instruments often use keyboard matrix circuits.
The keyboard controller scans the rows and columns to determine which note the player has
pressed. The problem with matrix circuits is that, when several notes are pressed at once, the
current can flow backward through the circuit and trigger " phantom keys " that cause "ghost"
notes to play. To avoid triggering unwanted notes, most keyboard matrix circuits have diodes
soldered with the switch under each key of the musical keyboard. The same principle is also
used for the switch matrix in solid-state pinball machines. Diodes can be used to limit the
positive or negative excursion of a signal to a prescribed voltage. A diode clamp circuit can take
a periodic alternating current signal that oscillates between positive and negative values, and
vertically displace it such that either the positive or the negative peaks occur at a prescribed
level. The clamper does not restrict the peak-to-peak excursion of the signal, it moves the whole
signal up or down so as to place the peaks at the reference level. Diodes are usually referred to
as D for diode on PCBs. Sometimes the abbreviation CR for crystal rectifier is used. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Electronic component that only allows current to flow in one
direction. For data diodes, see Unidirectional network. For other uses, see Diodes
disambiguation. Main article: Crystal detector. Main article: Rectifier. Main article: pâ€”n diode.
Main article: Schottky diode. Main article: Shockley diode equation. Main article: Electronic
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Fundamentals and Applications, 3rd Ed. The Art of Electronics, 2nd Ed. London: Cambridge
University Press. Retrieved Archived from the original on Electronics Engineer's Reference
Book, 4th Ed. IEEE Ind. History of wireless. US: John Wiley and Sons. Scaff, R. XIX, September
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Handbook. New York: McGraw-Hill. Bibcode : IEDL British Journal of Applied Physics. Bibcode :
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Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons Wikiversity. Wikimedia Commons has
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controlling, HVAC, electrical installation, electrical diagrams. Star delta starter wiring diagram,
this post is about the main wiring connection of three phase motor with star delta starter and
control wiring diagram of star delta starter. For three phase motor we use the direct online
starter but mostly for small three phase motor. But high load 3 phase motor we use the star
delta starter for motor control. A star delta starter is a type of motor starter which runs 3 phase
motor in star in starting time. And when the motor start, after some time it's run the motor in
delta connection. Tags: Power Wiring And Controlling. Unknown December 6, at AM. Sikandar
Haidar December 26, at PM. Unknown January 12, at AM. Unknown May 2, at AM. Unknown May
26, at PM. Unknown December 10, at AM. Unknown January 31, at PM. Shahaji Miskin February
25, at AM. Go Lagu May 11, at AM. Sumit kumar May 30, at AM. Unknown June 7, at AM.
Unknown July 18, at PM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. A
platform to learn electrical wiring, single phase, 3 phase wiring, controlling, HVAC, electrical
installation, electrical diagrams. Hello and thanks so much for the information. I have a question
and i would like you help me, Is possible to change the fan speed control by a leviton model
RTF01 and how to be connected? Thank you so much for having this information available. I
don't quite understand why the line wire is on the 3 terminal, but that's how the original switch
was wired. The fan connected without speed control switch fan have damage or any problm??
In this post i am gonna to share speed controller diagram with low, med and high speed
diagrams. On thing more i also shown in the below that how can we control the speed of fan
motor using 3 wire ceiling fan capacitor. One thing more we can also use dimmer switch for
regulating speed of ceiling fan. However in my last most i shown 5 wire ceiling fan capacitor
diagram , in which i also shown a speed controller diagram using speed control switch diagram.
For ceiling fan speed controlling we use mostly two methods in which on is by using speed
control using three or five wire capacitor. And other one is using a dimmer switch from which
we can control the RPM revolutions per minute of ceiling fan or other fan motor. So First we talk
about ceiling fan speed wiring diagrams, which i designed 4 diagram in which i shown Off , low ,
med and high speed direction of fan motor speed switch controller. Here is the fan speed low,
high and med speed direction diagram,. Tags: Single Phase Motors. Unknown August 12, at PM.
Unknown July 26, at PM. Mj March 29, at AM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post

Comments Atom. These transformers can handle momentary high-inrush current associated
with contactors, solenoids, and relays. Prevent accidental contact with live electrical
connectionsâ€” the screw terminals are covered or recessed. Sealed coils protect against dust,
dirt, oil, and moisture. These transformers have isolated primary and secondary coils to protect
your sensitive equipment from input voltage spikes. Also known as auto transformers, these
decrease incoming voltage to meet the needs of your application. Protect equipment from
electromagnetic interference and maintain power during three-millisecond power dips. Use the
included outlet box cover or mount these transformers to a panel. They can handle momentary
high-inrush current associated with equipment start- up. Use with DIN-rail to install wherever
you need these transformers or mount them to a panel. Mount these portable transformers to
any flat surface. Power low-voltage devices such as alarms and sensors. Use these
transformers with motors that require a horsepower up to three times higher than the
transformers' power output. Also known as rotary converters. Despite their size, they're
designed to power motors, solenoid valves, and other devices that require large start-up
current. Made of durable components for a long life in demanding conditions, these power
supplies convert AC voltage to power DC motors and other devices that require high start-up
current. Convert AC voltage to power DC motors, solenoid valves, charging capacitors, and
other devices that require large start-up current. Less than 3" deep, mount these power
supplies to a DIN rail in shallow enclosures and control panels, such as those used in building
automation systems. Power multiple devices with different voltages at the same timeâ€” these
power supplies take AC voltage and convert it into several DC voltages at once. Monitor
voltage, current, remaining life, and other maintenance data from your PC, PLC, or by glancing
at the digital display. There's no need to inspect these power supplies with multimeters or other
test equipment. Send both electrical and data signals to equipment on AS-interface networks.
To power electronics ranging from simple prototypes to complex industrial automation and
process control equipment, these general purpose power supplies convert AC to DC voltage.
Convert AC voltage to clean, predictable DC voltage for powering highly sensitive devices, such
as measuring, testing, and audio equipment. Completely sealed and protected from dust and
water, these power supplies don't need a separate electrical panel or enclosure. Instead, mount
them directly to machine tools, process control equipment, conveyors, and other equipment
found in harsh industrial areas. Convert AC voltage to DC voltage without plugging a bulky
adapter into your outlet. These power supplies come mounted onto a cover that fits a standard
junction box, also known as an outlet box. Mount these DC converters to DIN rails on fixtures
such as industrial cabinets and electrical panels. By converting voltages, they let you connect
power supplies to equipment that requires a different input voltage. When your power supply
sends out DC power at a higher voltage than you need, change to the proper voltage with these
converters. Use DC voltage to power devices that run on AC voltage. Also known as inverters
and converters. Provide AC power to devices that temporarily draw high output, such as
motors. These transformers produce AC output that most closely resembles clean, stable
AC-generated power. Flip the switch to reverse the magnetic current and release your
electromagnet's hold. Suitable for high-speed automated applications, these transformers
reverse the magnetic current and release your electromagnet's hold faster than other
electromagnet transformers. Plug these adapter cords into a standard outlet and they change
AC voltage to DC voltage, so you can power many electronic devices. Pair these adapters with
power cords that have the plug style and cord length you need to run DC-powered devices from
your outlet. To run DC-powered lab and medical equipment from your outlet, add a power cord
with the plug style and length you need. Use these adapter cords to run DC-powered devices
from an outlet in a variety of different countries. Plug these cords into a vehicle socket to
charge devices that run on AC voltage. Use foreign devices in American outlets and American
devices in foreign outlets. Power devices that have a straight-blade connection from a vehicle
outlet. Change AC voltage to DC voltage and bring power to electronic devices while protecting
them from harmful electromagnetic interference EMI. Change AC voltage to DC voltage to power
extremely sensitive audio, measuring, and testing devices while keeping electronic
interferenceâ€” often called output or ripple noiseâ€” from passing on to the device. Convert
AC voltage into the DC voltages needed to test, design, and prototype a wide variety of
electrical circuits and equipment. Use your computer to remotely control these power supplies
that convert AC voltage to DC voltage for powering electronics from simple prototypes to
advanced testing equipment. Power multiple components in your desktop computer with these
power suppliesâ€” they convert the AC voltage from a power outlet to DC voltage. Designed for
PLCs, these power supplies attach to your processor to bring your automated system to life.
Once connected, they take in the voltage from your facility, convert and regulate it, and send
out stabilized power to the rest of your equipment. Contact Us Order. Log in. Create login.
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What's New? Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 20 of Thread: Bradford
Metalmaster v to v. Thread Tools Show Printable Version. Bradford Metalmaster v to v I am
continuing to work through the Bradford Metalmaster posted in the vintage section Bradford
Metalmaster. I am starting to work on how i am going to power this thing. The power hookup in
my garage is for v single phase. I would like to run the lathe on v 3ph so a VFD will be involved.
This will be my only piece of equipment running on v so i dont see the need to use a RPC. I also
dont think i need any more HP rating for the work i plan to do so v and a step up seems like a
waste. It seems as if it was re-wired once before and converted to v. The data plate was
re-stamped at some point and there was a service tag on the motor body. Does this mean it
cannot be re-wired unless i start picking the windings apart to find all the different leads? Is
there a way to confirm what the motor is actually wired for since i have some conflicting
information? If I elect to get a new motor at v 3ph will there be any significant re-wiring or swap
of components of the lathe electrical system to accommodate besides VFD? Or will I be able to
wire it up the same was the v was wired? Data Plate reads 3hp, rpm, v stamped and original
voltage marked out This was how the motor was hooked up to the machine Opened the
non-shaft end of the case Three leads disappear into the windings. The motor hookup fed into
this internal junction box Wiring diagram from the internal junction box. The motor has only
three wires, and therefore cannot be rewired for different voltages. If you want cheap , find a
transformer with primaries and secondaries anywhere from , and wire the input in parallel with
and the output in series with the power supply. The output will add or subtract if wired
backwards and roughly double your mains voltage. The transformer KVA rating must be more
than half of what you intend to draw. It's not great, but it works fine. FJsapper liked this post.
You can also check its coil voltage - if there would have to be a transformer to run it on This coil
voltage will be on those "yellow" tags. Originally Posted by johnoder. Originally Posted by
Strostkovy. Originally Posted by FJsapper. Thank you for confirming that. So if re-wiring is not
possible then I am inclined to go with swapping the motor out for a v of similar specs. With
grasp and comfort level with electrical I would prefer not to mess with transformers. Given a
suitable v 3ph motor and VFD will there be any other major concerns with the existing layout?
Will i need to do anything with the internal lathe junction box? Here is a close up of the yellow
tags on the coils. They read v25cy so I assume that would be the motor spec i need to look for
at v? Also i found this data plate between the two coils. It reads v 3ph 60cy. Yes, you will ditch

all of those contactors. Wire the forward, stop, and reverse buttons to the VFD control
connections directly. Some people, including myself, are not fond of working on a lathe chuck
while it still connected to a powered drive. The chances of accidental activation are slim, but the
consequences are significant. I recommend buying a "magnetic starter" to put between the
incoming line power and the VFD that shuts everything off cold. It also functions as a true
E-stop, because VFDs don't actually have proper emergency stop functionality. I bought one
and used it on a cold saw a while ago. I can dig up the link if interested. It is important to
remember that the same issues can apply with contactors, although usually what happens is
they weld closed and then don't open when you hit the stop button. The standard on most
modern machinery is two safety contactors in series, monitored by a safety relay that is also
monitoring e-stops and guards, plus the normal per-motor controls. Strostkovy liked this post.
Originally Posted by SomeoneSomewhere. That's pretty neat. I looked it up and the typical
method is to disconnect the IGBT gate inputs so no signal can get to the transistors. That also
means that even though an IGBT can fail shorted, that will cause the motor windings to be live
but will not cause the motor to rotate. Interesting stuff. My typical approach to safety equipment
is to have all safety outputs in series with a common safety line, signalling to the main safety
contactor and to all drives to stop. I like the double contactor approach. The one pet peeve I
have with emergency stops is when they shut off the controls and computer too. In an actual
emergency I may need to reset the E stop immediately and jog the machine one way or another.
Not all of this was relevant to the machine the thread was made for, by the way. Or go off of the
feeder line breaker of 30A? Is this dumb? Higher than the MCB right? Shielded 14awg cable
from VFD to motor 7. Shielded 20awg multi conductor cable from VFD to stock lathe control
location -I still need to work out the control button setup. I want to use the stock lathe control
location for everything if feasible and sensible. I had it setup for multiple voltages just in case.
This is my original set of AB control buttons. I think they are still in good shape and could be
re-used potentially. Are these normally open or normally closed type switches? This is my first
project of this type so go easy fellas! You can probably reuse the switches. Chances are the
stop is normally closed and the start is normally open. Confirm this with a meter. The breaker in
the panel protects the downstream wiring. The breaker in the machine protects the machine.
Once you pull and measure those switches, and decide what functions you want, we can help
you wire them. The ingredients look fine. Check that the Teco has enough inputs to control how
you want. There's no point in having two breakers and a fuse switch protecting the drive.
Replace the breaker with a fuse switch containing fuses as per the drive manual, or omit
altogether - in theory it increases the chance of parts of the drive surviving because fuses can
operate faster in some cases if other parts of it fail, which is IMHO only worth it for quite
expensive drives where you would actually do piecemeal repairs. The manual seems to say
either a fuse or breaker is adequate; they recommend 50A fuses if you use fuses. There is a
software setting to disable restart on power on even if it immediately receives a start signal,
plus your contactor will also protect against automatic restart after power failure. Okay i got
everything hooked up! Test runs are completed. I just used the mag starter and omitted the
MCB. Minus my external controls and some cleanup wiring i am very close. Going to get things
more organized with some terminal blocks. Used a pelican case for the enclosure. Going to add
a little plexi window to it and some venting up top. If i am endangering the neighborhood with
this let me know Push Button Stop - N. If so the only thing left for me to figure out is how to
actually wire it Okay so based on my plan i am going to attempt to wire up my switches
according to this diagram for 3-wire control. Is it actually as simple as it looks? A few jumpers
between the switches and terminate the rest at the appropriate location? Got it done! Thanks
team! Only thing that puzzled me is that when switched to the "off" position it will still run
forward when i hit the "start" button Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last Jump to page:. Tags for this Thread v ,
3ph , v , motor , vfd. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg del. I agree to receive emails from Practical
Machinist containing industry news and updates from Practical Machinist and its sponsors. You
may unsubscribe at any time. Also, the same wiring circuit diagram can be used for 2-way
lighting or controlling electrical appliances from two different places by using two-way
switches. Below is old-school staircase wiring circuit diagram. Here we can control a bulb from
two different places by using two 2-way switches. Consider the above 2-way switch wiring
diagram which has been used to control a bulb in staircase. The schematic shows that circuit is
completed and bulb is ON. To switch ON the bulb again, just switch ON the same switch at
upper portion of staircase. Obviously; you can perform the same operation from the bottom
switches installed in staircase. For this purpose, consider the figure given above. In this case,
you can see that circuit is complete and bulb is ON. Suppose you want to OFF the bulb from the
lower switch at bottom of stair. You can switch ON the bulb again to switch ON the same switch
installed at the bottom or downstairs as shown in the fig. It is the new 2-way switching

connection method which can be used for staircase wiring as well as it is efficient as compared
to the old-school method where 2 wires are used instead of three wires. The current position of
two way switching connection using three wires circuit is ON and the bulb is glowing. The
circuit operation is same as mentioned in the above figures but the connection method is
different as the first terminals of both switches are connected to the live Phase wire. The
second terminals of both switches are connected to the bulb to provide live line supply while
the Neutral is directly connected to the bulb as common wiring method. This basic circuit is
little confusing as by looking in it, it makes a short circuit to the same wire which is not harm in
this case when both switches are ON or OFF which is making a loop to disconnect the live
supply to the bulb, Hence, bulb will not glow in that case. This is not always the case, but in
some cases like shared flats and long stairs, we may control the light point in staircase wiring
from three different places by using two 2-way switches and an intermediate switch as shown in
fig below. Click image to enlarge. Also read:. Hello sir I am Tarun wason from bhiwani Haryana. I
an looking for electrical job i am completed diploma in electrical engineering. I am very work
harder i give best in my work so please give me job. You should do a few likely to ascertain
wherever you should have these individuals previous to purchasing that. The Diagrams are
great, very informative. I just wanted to may be help clarify something with you. The switches in
your diagrams are not 2way switches. There are 3 possible directions for current to go. If you go
to get one from a parts store the box will also say 3 way switch. Hope this helps. Sir, I have a
single light operated by two light switches. Due to the plastering in my house I need to remove
one of the light switches but still have the light operated by the other light switch. How do I do
this. By the way, You can remove the other switch connections and use the single way switch
for single light point. How to control a water heater from 2 different places using DPDT switches
With neon lamp indications? Thank you. We will post a complete tutorial on water heater
installation to control it from two different places using double pole double through switches..
Stay tune. Your email address will not be published. Table of Contents. Electrical Technology 44
4 minutes read. Show More. Related Articles. Ronak Patel OKâ€¦ We will add some description
and simple explanation. How work NO-NC connected contector with forward-reverse motor.
How to control a lamp in both Series and Parallel by using a one Two way Switch. I want total
conclusion about plc based staircase lightning. Hi David, Which type switch did you used?
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Check Also. Electrical
Wiring Installation. Close Search for. Adblock Detected Our website is made possible by
displaying online advertisements to our visitors. Please consider supporting us by disabling
your ad blocker. We depends on ad revenue to keep creating quality content for you to learn
and enjoy for free. Switch 1. Switch 2. Lamp Position. They are both used for supplying power
to the electrical devices. But they are very different. The outlets in our home provide AC supply
while the batteries provide DC supply. We cannot connect a DC appliance to the AC outlet well
we can but it will not work and worst case scenario it will blow up. The reason is the difference
between their behavior and how they affect the circuits. Electric current is the motion or flow of
free electrons in a conducting material under the influence of potential difference. The material
that contains free electrons is called conductors and they are used for conducting an electric
current. The free electrons existing in a material are excited when a voltage or potential
difference is applied and they flow in a specific direction i. Based on the direction of motion of
the electron or electric current, it is classified into two main types; Alternating Current AC and
Direct Current DC. When the direction of the electric current reverses periodically, it is said to
be Alternating Current. Since the direction of the current reverses periodically, the voltage
polarity also reverses i. The number of times electric current changes its direction in one
second is called its frequency and it is commonly 50 Hz Europe or 60 Hz US. When a coil or a
loop of wire is placed in a varying magnetic field, it induces an electric current in the coil. This
principle is applied in the devices called Alternators which is used for the generation of
Alternating current. The alternator is made up of a coil that rotates by any means such as water
or steam turbine inside a stationary magnetic field. The rotation of the coil varies the magnetic
field lines affecting the coil; therefore an electric current is induced in the coil. Since the
rotating coil reverses the polarity of the magnetic field, the electric current and voltage induced
in the coil changes its direction periodically. The magnitude of the alternating current and
voltage varies continuously through time. It oscillates between its maximum peak point and its
minimum peak point along a common reference point. The resultant waveform could be a sine
wave, square wave, triangular wave, saw tooth, etc. We already know that alternating current
has a specific frequency and we know that frequency affects the reactance of the capacitor and
inductor. Therefore, the alternating current introduces reactance to the circuit. We can also say
that this is the reason the power factor is involved in only AC systems. The phase difference is
the difference with respect to the time shift between the two AC waves. In such cases, the

magnitude of one wave lags behind the magnitude of the other wave. This causes power loss in
the circuit. In order to deliver full power to the load, the AC voltage and current needs to be
synchronized or in-phase. AC Current. Single Phase AC Circuits. AC Voltage. AC Resistance.
AC Power. The type of electric current whose direction does not change is called Direct Current
or DC. Since the direction of the current does not change the polarity of its voltage also do not
change. Direct current can be generated in many ways. The same AC generation method can be
used to generate DC by connecting a device called a commutator. The commutator is a rotating
device that ensures to keep the current flow in a single direction. The Direct Current is usually
generated by using batteries and cells. The batteries include a chemical substance that releases
electrons upon chemical reaction and supply it to the electrical circuit. The Alternating current
can also be converted into DC by using a device called a rectifier. The direct current does not
have any specific waveform because it only flows in a single direction. If you connect a DC to an
oscilloscope, it will show a straight line. However, if the voltage is pulsating, say in a digital
circuit that purely runs on DC voltages, the signal waveform might appear as a pulse train or
square waves. But the waveform never falls below 0V. DC Current. DC Voltage. DC Resistance.
DC Power. We need both types of electric current in our daily life application. Digital devices
such as smartphones, laptops and computers, etc. The Alternating current and direct current
are interchangeable. They can be easily converted from one form to the other. We use both of
them to convert between the power supplies according to our needs. The outlets in our home
provide AC supply but when we need to power a DC device using the same outlet, we use a
rectifier such as the power supply in PC or the power adapter in a laptop cable. It helps us using
the same power source to power both types of devices. But there is a limitation of the
alternating current i. Therefore, the AC is converted into smooth DC before charging a battery
such as in cellphones. The charge storage provides mobility and wireless capability to the
device. It is also used as an emergency backup in harsh conditions to power crucial equipment
such as in hospitals etc. The transmission lines experience power loss I 2 R in the form of heat
due to the amount of current flowing through them. In AC, the voltages can be easily converted
between high and low voltages using a device called a Transformer. We use Step-Up
Transformers at the generation stations to bump up the voltages for transmission over long
distances. Also, the same voltages are brought down to safe levels for domestic or commercial
uses using the Step-Down Transformer usually seen on utility poles. There is very little loss in
high voltage DC transmission and it requires only two wires but its maintenance and conversion
between high and low voltage is very costly so it was never adopted. Related Posts:. The article
is very important to those who involved in the field gives clear knowledge thank you sir. Your
email address will not be published. Table of Contents. Electrical Technology 1 9 minutes read.
Show More. Related Articles. Electric Bill Calculator with Examples. One Comment. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Check Also. Electronics
Engineering Project. Close Search for. Adblock Detected Our website is made possible by
displaying online advertisements to our visitors. Please consider supporting us by disabling
your ad blocker. We depends on ad revenue to keep creating quality content for you to learn
and enjoy for free. Alternating Current â€” AC. Direct Current â€” DC. The electric current that
flows back and forth periodically. The electric current that flows in only forward direction.
Direction of current. It is bidirectional i. It is unidirectional and it flows in only one direction i.
The current and voltage varies continuously. The current and voltage is constant. There is no
polarity in AC because it fluctuates. Swapping Terminals or Polarity. Swapping the source
terminal will not affect the circuit. Swapping the source terminal may damage the circuit. The
frequency of the alternating current is usually 50 or 60 Hz. The frequency of the direct current is
0. AC introduces reactance to the circuit so there is complex impedance. The DC circuit has
pure resistive loads. So the impedance is purely resistive. The power factor in A
diagram of watch parts
2001 infiniti i30 idle air control valve
subaru brake bleed order
C is always equal to or between 1 and 0. The frequency is 0 so the power factor is always 1. The
AC is generated using Alternator. It is generated by using a commutator with a generator, using
solar panels and using a chemical reaction in batteries and cells. The AC exists sine, square,
triangular and saw tooth waveform, etc. It exists in a single line or pulse wave. A rectifier is
used for converting it into DC. An inverter is used for converting it into AC. It can be directly
stored. There are some losses in transmission over long distances. It has very low transmission
losses at high voltage over a long distance. It requires a minimum of 3 separate conductors in
its transmission. It only requires 2 conductors in its transmission. It is expensive but
maintenance and conversion between voltages is easier than DC. It is cheaper but its

maintenance is quite dangerous and costlier then AC. The DC is very dangerous and
life-threatening then AC because it maintains a constant current flow.

